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I hate being sick.
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I know that it doesn’t look bad, say, if you’re Drew Brees in a commercial
(apparently, being sick as Drew Brees essentially consists of traveling on
a bus and getting a good night’s sleep),but in real life it sucks. And it’s
not really the sickness that getsme, it’s the fact that my wife now has 50%
more reasons to want to kill me. And trust me, she already has plenty of
reasons. Which is exactly the reason why I don’t believe in life
insurance. But I digress. When I get sick, I tend to snore, and when I
snore, I tend to get knee contusions. Basically because when I snore, my
wife kicks me in the knees. And let me tell you, it makes for a terrible
story when someone asks me how I hurt my knee. I usually start
with telling everyone I wasdefending children from a bear attack, but
since I’m a terrible liar, I usually settle on tripped on the sidewalk curb
while trying to text my therapist. Of course, I don’t actually have a
therapist. At least not one you know of anyway.
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The point is, although it doesn’t much matter to you if I get a knee
contusion, I’m fairly certain you’re not happy when Marques Colston has
a knee contusion. That is, if you’re one of the poor schleps
that actually drafted Colston. It’s getting deep into the season, and
injuries can be a problem. Not many new candidates to pick up to cover
for those injuries, but how about trying one of these free agent pickups
(as usual, owned in less than 50% of standard Yahoo leagues):
Aaron Dobson – WR  34% Owned
Aaron Dobson disappeared for a while when Edelman andThompkins got
their time in the sun. But now that the Patriots are at full strength
with Gronkowski and Amendola in the lineup, Dobson is starting to look
like the third target in a rebooted Patriots pass offense. Last week he
converted 4 receptions into 60 yards and a TD. This week, he converted
5 of 9 targets into 130 yards and 2 TDs. Like all the weapons in the
Patriots arsenal not called Gronkowski or Amendola, week to week will
be a little bit of a crap shoot. But Dobson has proven he has the ability to
take advantage. Worth a pickup in 12team and deeper leagues.
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Brandon LeFell – WR  % Owned
Brandon LeFell has seen a lot of snaps in the Carolina offense, but
unfortunately, he hasn’t done much with them outside of a 107 yard and 1
TD performance in week 6. However, he’s had at least 3 receptions in
every week except for one, so at some point, you’d think something
would have to happen. This week,LeFell drew a team high 9 targets and
converted 6 of them for74 yards. Will he be consistent going forward?
Hard to tell, but we know he’s going get plenty of opportunity, and that
has to be worth something. Go ahead and pick him up as a WR4 / Flex
in 12team and deeper leagues.
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Tiquan Underwood – WR  % Owned
Last week, Tiquan Underwood pulled in 3 receptions on 4 targets for
47 yards as the WR3 in Tampa Bay, but now Mike Williams, Tampa
Bay’s WR2, is on IR. So what did Underwood do this week? Well, he
only got 3 targets, but he made the best of it with 2 receptions for 29
yards and a TD. Vincent Jackson draws a lot of coverage, which means
more opportunity for Underwood going forward. Seattle’s secondary is a
legitimate challenge, so don’t let the low number of targets fool you. Note
that VJax also barely got targeted. The Bucs tried to go run heavy with
Mike James, and it almost worked. If you’re looking for a bye week fillin
in 14team and deeper leagues, he might be worth a pick up.
Case Keenum – QB – 9% Owned
Case Keenum set all sorts of records as a gunslinger at the University of
Houston, and most people thought that part of it was the lack of
competition while part of it was skill. Unfortunately for Keenum, he
tweaked his hamstring at the combine and never ended up impressing
anyone at the draft. Turned out to be the best thing he could have done,
since the Texans picked him up and put him in line to take over for an
ineffective Matt Schaub, who was busy scoring touchdowns, but for the
wrong team. So how does Keenum take advantage of this opportunity?
Last week he almost beat the undefeatedKansas City Chiefs at
Arrowhead by throwing for 271 yards and TD. Most importantly, he didn’t
throw an INT. And how about this week? Well, he took the lid off and
opened a can of whoop ass. He threw for 350 yards and 3 TDs, three of
which went to Andre Johnson, plus a bonus 26 rush yards. I guess he
forgot that he wasn’t at the University of Houston anymore. Keenumisn’t
likely to do that again, but now we know he has a significant ceiling. He’s
worth a pick up as a low end QB1 or abetter than average QB2 in 12
team and deeper leagues, particularly as a bye week fillin.
And here’s a list of pick ups mentioned in previous weeks that I still
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recommend picking up if they’re still available: Zac Stacy,Nick Foles, Kris
Durham, Harry Douglas, Andre Ellington, Terrance
Williams, DeAndre Hopkins, Fred Jackson, Brian Hartline, Joique Bell,
Julian Edelman, Roy Helu Jr., TerrellePryor, Rueben Randle, Joseph
Randle, Jared Boykin, Mike James, Mike Glennon, Jordan Reed, Tim
Wright, Shonn Green, Mike Brown, Mike Tolbert and Marvin Jones.
If you want to know more about any of these past pick ups, go ahead and
check out my pick up discussions
here:http://www.footballextrapoints.com/search/label/Ha%20Kung%20W
ong
And, as usual, remember to keep checking here throughout the week as
I’ll keep adding pickups as we get more news! And don’t forget to keep
some cold medicine nearby. Trust me, knee contusions suck. And don’t
be tempted by the 5 cent psychiatric help from Lucy. She’s just not that
trustworthy. Just ask Charlie Brown.
By Ha Kung Wong (Twitter: @Rhihan)
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Hakung Wong November 8, 2013 at 3:20 PM
EARLY WEEK 10 BONUS PICKUP  John Carlson  TE  1%
Owned
Poor Kyle Rudolph never met his potential in Minnesota, partly due
to scheme and partly due to a carousel of signal callers passing as
quarterbacks. And now he's injured. But who better to take the
place of a former Notre Dame TE phenom than another former
Notre Dame TE phenom, John Carlson. Carlson hasn't be relevant
since he played for the Seahawks in 2010, and in fact, his TD on
Thursday was his first since that season, but getting 98 yards on 7
receptions (from both Ponder and Cassel) isn't bad. Of course,
Freeman may be in next week, so who knows. But for those
desperate for a TE in 16team or deeper leagues, or in need of a
bye week replacement in 14team or deeper leagues, he may be
worth a look.
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Hakung Wong November 8, 2013 at 6:43 PM
BONUS PICKUP  Dennis Johnson  RB  5% Owned
It's now been reported that Arian Foster may need season ending
back surgery. And we all know that Ben Tate has four cracked ribs,
which can't be easy to run with. In steps Dennis Johnson. He's
listed as the current RB2 at Houston and he did got 8 carries for 36

yards last week, averaging 4.5 yards per carry. If Foster is out for
the year and he starts seeing 1014 carries, he may be good for
6080 yards plus an occasional TD. If Ben Tate goes down or has
to go on limited snaps, Johnson maybe become relevant real
quick. Must add for Foster and Tate owners in all leagues, and a
nice speculative pickup in 12team or deeper leagues.
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